
Genius No 207      Set by Pasquale 

 

Deadline for entries is 23:59 GMT on Saturday 3 October. You need to 
register once and then sign in to theguardian.com to enter our online 
competition for a £100 monthly prize. 

Wordplay in nine of the across and all the down clues omits one or more 
letters required for the defined solution. In total there are 25 such letters. 
These letters should not be entered in the grid, thus leaving 25 empty 
squares and creating many non-words. In the form used to enter the 
competition these letters should also not be entered. 

 

       Across 
 
7 Those folk starting with a new contribution from the choir (6) 
8 One tries persuasion, sending cable to the Queen (6) 
10 Like rental agreement (6) 
11 Dailies propagated wishful thinking (8) 
12 Namely, something circular — sort of onion (8) 
13 Ledge housing cold plant (6) 
14 Cut group activity here (9) 
18 One of four at table eating quiet meal (6) 
20 Rabble-rousing change I love (8) 
22 Support isn't excellent — small number at the end (8) 
23 Footballer I record, looking back — saving ace (6) 
24 Whale fate's sealed — get very angry (4,2) 
25 Recruit to pay attention when couple come to the front (6) 
 
 
Down 
 
1 Everyone needs a stone that will hold things down (7) 
2 Fix rev counter after short time (6) 
3 Partygoer always outside ’orrible place (8) 
4 Learner settling further down greatly enjoys books (6) 
5 Praising a parliament, not hard having got cross earlier (8) 
6 Support struggle to get wife liberated (7) 
9 Sad jibe about something wrong (11) 
14 Head when entertaining upper-class man of fashion (4,4) 
15 Poor pub in which there's mournful music driving customer finally 
     away (8) 
16 Feudal evil — refusal to pay (7) 
17 Giant dog turning up after journey (7) 
19 Indian meal? Grace is poetic (6) 
21 There's little good in school, almost totally ‘disastrous' (6) 
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